OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (EXPORT),
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CUSTOM HOUSE,
SHEVA, TAL : URAN, DIST : RAIGAD.

F.No. S/6-Gen-02/2004 AM(X) DT. 23/07/2004

STANDING ORDER NO : 38/2004

Subject : Amendments of shipping Bills - reg.

regard to amendment of Shipping Bills. In order to ensure uniformity of practice amendments of shipping bills at various stages should be done in the following manner

I) It should be ensured that amendment of only those shipping bills should be in that CFS earlier. If assessment has been done in some other CFS, and goods have been registered/examined/let-export order given in later CFS, amendment of only Annexure C details should be permitted at the later CFS. However, wherever such amendment results in change in export benefit to the exporter, no objection from the concerned Dy./Asstt. Commissioner of the CFS where goods have been assessed, should be obtained before allowing the amendment with the approval of Addl./Jt. Commissioner. Any request for amendment after registration go goods and prior to shipment should be carefully scrutinize for the possibility of any deliberate misdeclaration on the part of the exporter/CHA for availment of higher export benefit etc. and should be put for adjudication by the appropriate adjudicating authority, if necessary.

III) While permitting any amendment of shipping bill, provision of section 146 of the Customs Act. 1962 should be kept in mind.

(N.K. BHUJABAL)
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS(EXPORT)
JNCH,SHEVA.